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Abstract
We are working on a logic to combine the advantages of first-order logic,
but using Bayesian decision theory (or more generally game theory) as a basis for handing uncertainty. This forms a logic for multiple agents under uncertainty. These agents act asynchronously, can have their own goals, have
noisy sensors, and imperfect effectors. Recently we have developed the independent choice logic that incorporates all of these features. In this paper
we discuss two different representations of time within this framework: the
situation calculus and what is essentially the event calculus. We show how
they both can be used, and compare the different ontological commitments
made by each. Uncertainty is handled in terms of a logic which allows for
independent choices and a logic program that gives the consequences of the
choices. There are probabilities over the choices by nature. As part of the
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consequences are a specification of the utility of (final) states. In the situation calculus, agents adopt programs and programs lead to situations in possible worlds (which correspond to the possible outcomes of complete histories); given a probability distribution over possible worlds, we can get the
expected utility of a program. In the event calculus view, actions are propositions and agents adopt policies which are logic programs to imply what the
agent will do based on what it observes. Again the expected value of a policy
can be computed. The aim is to choose the plan or policy that maximizes the
expected utility. This paper overviews both approaches, and explains why I
think the event calculus is the most promising approach.

1 Introduction
1.1 Logic and Uncertainty
There are many normative arguments for the use of logic in AI (see e.g., Nilsson
1991, Poole, Mackworth & Goebel 1997). These arguments are usually based on
reasoning with symbols with an explicit denotation, allowing relations amongst
individuals, and quantification over individuals. This is often translated as needing (at least) the first-order predicate calculus. However, the first-order predicate
calculus has very primitive mechanisms for handling uncertainty.
There are also normative arguments for Bayesian decision theory and game
theory (see e.g., Von Neumann & Morgenstern 1953, Savage 1972) for handling
uncertainty. These are based on theorems that show that, under certain reasonable
assumptions, rational decision makers will act as though they are using probabilities and utilities and maximizing their expected utilities. Game theory (Von Neumann & Morgenstern 1953, Myerson 1991, Fudenberg & Tirole 1992) is the extension of Bayesian decision theory to include multiple intelligent agents.
We would like to combine the advantages of logic with those of Bayesian decision/game theory. The independent choice logic (ICL) (Poole 1997) is designed
with the goal of including the advantages of logic, but handling all uncertainty using Bayesian decision or game theory.
The idea is to not use disjunction, but rather to allow agents, including nature,
to make choices from a choice space, and use a restricted underlying logic to specify the consequences of the choices. To start off without disjunction, we can adopt
acyclic logic programs (Apt & Bezem 1991) as the underlying logical formalism.
What is interesting is that simple logic programming solutions to the frame problem (see e.g., Shanahan 1997, Chapter 12) seem to be directly transferrable to the
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ICL which has more sophisticated mechanisms for handling uncertainty than the
predicate calculus. I would even dare to venture that the main problems with formalizing action within the predicate calculus arise because of the inadequacies of
disjunction to represent the sort of uncertainty we need.
When mixing logic and probability, one can extend a rich logic with probability, and have two sorts of uncertainty: that uncertainty from the probabilities and
that from disjunction in the logic (Bacchus 1990, Halpern & Tuttle 1993). An alternative that is pursued in the independent choice logic is to have all of the uncertainty in terms of probabilities. The underlying logic is restricted so that there is no
uncertainty in the logic1; every set of sentences has a unique model. In particular
we choose the logic of acyclic logic programs under the stable model semantics;
this is a practical language with the unique model property. All uncertainty is handled by what can be seen as independent stochastic mechanisms. A deterministic
logic program that gives the consequences of the agent’s choices and the random
outcomes. In this manner we can get a simple mix of logic and Bayesian decision
theory (Poole 1997).

1.2 Actions and Uncertainty
The combination of decision or game theory and planning (Feldman & Sproull
1975) is very appealing. The general idea of planning is to construct a sequence of
steps, perhaps conditional on observations that solves a goal. In decision-theoretic
planning, this is generalised to the case where there is uncertainty about the environment and we are concerned, not only with solving a goal, but what happens
under any of the contingencies. Goal solving is extended to the problem of maximizing the agent’s expected utility, where the utility is an arbitrary function of
the final state (or the accumulation of rewards received earlier). Moreover in the
multi-agent case, each agent may have a different utility, they carry out actions
asynchronously, and the actions of all of the agents affect the utility for each agent.
Moreover there is uncertainty about the environment, and it is often optimal for
an agent to act stochastically. It is our goal to write a logic that allows for practical reasoning for domains that include multiple agents, utilities, uncertainty and
stochastic actions.
Within the independent choice logic, we have considered both the situation cal1

We cannot conclude
without being able to conclude or . We also want to be able to
conclude either or
for every closed formula . Note that this is a property of the underlying
logic, not a property of the ICL.
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culus (Poole 1996), discrete time (Poole 1997), and continuous time (Poole 1995).
In this paper we compare the situation calculus (McCarthy & Hayes 1969) and the
discrete time frameworks in this framework.
Recently there have been claims made that Markov decision processes (MDPs)
(Puterman 1990) are the appropriate framework for developing decision theoretic
planners (e.g., Boutilier, Dearden & Goldszmidt 1995). MDPs, and dynamical system in general (Luenberger 1979) are based on the notion of a state: what is true
at a time such that the past at that time can only affect the future from that time
by affecting the state. In terms of probability: the future is independent of the past
given the state. This is called the Markov property. In the most general framework the agents individually have states (these are called belief states) and idea is
to construct a state transition function that specify how the agent’s belief state is
updated from its previous belief state and its observations, and a command function (policy) that specifies what the agent should do based on its observations and
belief state (Poole et al. 1997, Chapter 12). In fully observable MDPs, the agent
can observe the actual state and so doesn’t need belief states. In partially observable MDPs, the belief state is a probability distribution over the actual states of the
system, and the state transition function is given by Bayes’ rule. In between these
are agents that have limited memory or limited reasoning capabilities.
For a representation for time, actions and states we can adopt a number of different representations. One is to consider robot programs as policies (Poole 1995)
where actions are propositions, and agents adopt logic programs that specify what
they will do based on their observations and belief state. An alternative is to represent actions in the situation calculus, where the agents have conditional plans
(Poole 1996). Both are discussed here.
All of the uncertainty in our rules is relegated to independent choices as in the
independent choice logic (Poole 1997) (an extension of probabilistic Horn abduction (Poole 1993) to include multiple agents and negation as failure).

2 The Independent Choice Logic
An independent choice space theory is make of two principal components: a choice
space that specifies what choice can be made, and a set of facts that specifies what
follows from the choices.
Definition 2.1 A choice space is a set of sets of ground atomic formulae, such that
if , and are in the choice space, and
then
. An element
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of a choice space is called a choice alternative (or sometimes just an alternative).
An element of a choice alternative is called an atomic choice.
Definition 2.2 Given choice space , a selector function is a mapping
such that
for all
. The range of selector function , written
is the set
. The range of a selector function is called a total choice. In other words, a total choice is a selection of one member from each
element of .
Definition 2.3 The Facts, , are sentences in some base logic with the following
two properties:
For every selector function , the set of sentences
is definitive
on every proposition; that is, for every proposition either
or
, where
is logical consequence in the underlying logic.
For all atomic choices
,
iff
.
The restriction really means that the base logic contains no uncertainty. All uncertainty is handled in the choice space.
The semantics of an ICL is defined in terms of possible worlds. There is a possible world for each selection of one element from each alternative. The atoms
which follow using the consequence relation from these atoms together with
are true in this possible world.
Definition 2.4 Suppose we are given a base logic and ICL theory
. For each
selector function there is a possible world . We write
, read “
is true in world
based on
”, iff
. When understood from
context, the
is omitted as a subscript of .
The fact that every proposition is either true or false in a possible world follows
from the definitiveness of the base logic.
Note that, for each alternative
and for each world , there is exactly
one element of that’s true in . In particular,
, and
for all
.
The base logic we use is that of acyclic logic programs (Apt & Bezem 1991),
such that no atomic choice is in the head of any rule.
means is true in the
(unique) stable model of . This logic is definitive in the above sense and is rich
enough to axiomatise many of the domains we are interested in. Note that acyclic
logic programs allow recursion, but all recursion must be well founded.
This semantic construction is the core of the ICL. Other components we require
for different applications include:
5

is a finite set of agents. There is a distinguished agent called “nature”.
is a function from
control alternative . If
by is

. If
then agent is said to
is an agent, the set of alternatives controlled
. Note that
.

is a function
such that
each alternative controlled by nature,
atomic choices in the alternative.

,
. That is, for
is a probability measure over the

When each agent (other than nature) makes a choice (possibly stochastic) from
each alternative it controls, we can determine the probability of any proposition.
The probability of a proposition is defined in the standard way. For a finite choice
space2 , the probability of any proposition is the sum of the probabilities of the
worlds in which it is true. The probability of a possible world is the product of the
probabilities of the atomic choices that are true in the world. That is, the atomic
choices are (unconditionally) probabilistically independent. Poole (1993) proves
that such independent choices together with an acyclic logic program can represent
any finite probability distribution. Moreover the structure of the rule-base mirrors
the structure of Bayesian networks (Pearl 1988)3. Similarly we can define the expectation of a function that has a value in each world, as the value averaged over
all possible worlds, weighted by their probability.
See Poole (1997) for more details on the ICL.

3 The Situation Calculus and the ICL
In this section we sketch how the situation calculus can be embedded in the ICL.
What we must remember is that we only need to axiomatise the deterministic aspects in the logic programs; the uncertainty is handled separately. What gives us
confidence that we can use simple solutions to the frame problem, for example, is
that every statement that is a consequence of the facts that doesn’t depend on the
atomic choices is true in every possible world. Thus, if we have a property that
2

Poole (1993) shows how to model the case where the choice space isn’t finite. Essentially we
need measurable sets of worlds.
3
This mapping also lets us see the relationship between the causation that is inherent in Bayesian
networks (Pearl 1995) and that of the logical formalisms. See Poole (1993) for a discussion on the
relationship, including the Bayesian network solution to the Yale shooting problem and stochastic
variants.
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depends only on the facts and is robust to the addition of atomic choices, then it
will follow in the ICL; we would hope than any logic programming solution to the
frame problem would have this property.
Before we show how to add the situation calculus to the ICL, there are some
design choices that need to be made even to consider just single agents.
In the deterministic case, the trajectory of actions by the (single) agent up to
some time point determines what is true at that point. Thus, the trajectory
of actions, as encapsulated by the ‘situation’ term of the situation calculus
(McCarthy & Hayes 1969, Reiter 1991) can be used to denote the state, as is
done in the traditional situation calculus. However, when dealing with uncertainty, the trajectory of an agent’s actions up to a point, does not uniquely
determine what is true at that point. What random occurrences or exogenous events occurred also determines what is true. We have a choice: we
can keep the semantic conception of a situation (as a state) and make the
syntactic characterization more complicated by perhaps interleaving exogenous actions, or we can keep the simple syntactic form of the situation calculus, and use a different notion that prescribes truth values. We have chosen
the latter, and distinguish the ‘situation’ denoted by the trajectory of actions,
from the ‘state’ that specifies what is true in the situation. In general there
will be a probability distribution over states resulting from a set of actions by
the agent. It is this distribution over states, and their corresponding utility,
that we seek to model.
This division means that agent’s actions are treated very differently from exogenous actions that can also change what is true. The situation terms define
only the agent’s actions in reaching that point in time. The situation calculus
terms indicate only the trajectory, in terms of steps, of the agent and essentially just serve to delimit time points at which we want to be able to say what
holds. This is discussed further in Section 5.
None of our representations assume that actions have preconditions; all actions can be attempted at any time. The effect of the actions can depend on
what else is true in the world. This is important because the agent may not
know whether the preconditions of an action hold, but, for example, may be
sure enough to want to try the action.
When building conditional plans, we have to consider what we can condition these plans on. We assume that the agent has passive sensors, and that
7

it can condition its actions on the output of these sensors. We only have
one sort of action, and these actions only affect ‘the world’ (which includes
both the robot and the environment). All we need to do is to specify how
the agent’s sensors depend on the world. This does not mean that we cannot model information-producing actions (e.g., looking in a particular place)
— these information producing actions produce effects that make the sensor
values correlate with what is true in the world. The sensors can be noisy; the
value they return does not necessarily correspond with what is true in the
world (of course if there was no correlation with what is true in the world,
they would not be very useful sensors).
Before we introduce the probabilistic framework we present the situation calculus (McCarthy & Hayes 1969). The general idea is that robot actions take the
world from one ‘situation’ to another situation. We assume there is a situation
4
that is the initial situation, and a function
that given action and a situation returns the resulting situation. An agent that knows what it has done, knows
what situation it is in. It however does not necessarily know what is true in that situation. The robot may be uncertain about what is true in the initial situation, what
the effects of its actions are and what exogenous events occurred.

3.1 The ICLSC
Within the ICL we can use the situation calculus as a representation for change.
Within the logic, there is only one agent, nature, who controls all of the alternatives. These alternatives thus have probability distributions over them. The probabilities are used to represent our ignorance of the initial state and the outcomes of
actions. We can then use the situations to reflect the “time” at which some fluents
are true or not.
We model all randomness as independent stochastic mechanisms, such that an
external viewer that knew the initial state (i.e., what is true in the situation ), and
knew how the stochastic mechanisms resolved themselves would be able to predict what was true in any situation. Given a probability distribution over the initial
state and the stochastic mechanisms, we have a probability distribution over the
effects of actions. This is modelled by having the mechanisms as atomic choices
controlled by nature (and so with a probability distribution).
4

We assume the Prolog convention that variables are in upper case and constants are in lower
case. Free variables in formulae are considered to be universally quantified with the widest scope.
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We use logic to specify the transitions specified by actions and thus what is true
in a situation. What is true in a situation depends on the action attempted, what
was true before and what stochastic mechanism occurred. A fluent is a predicate
(or function) whose value in a world depends on the situation; we use the situation
as the last argument to the predicate (function). We assume that for each fluent we
can axiomatise in what situations it is true based on the action that was performed,
what was true in the previous state and the outcome of the stochastic mechanism.
Note that a possible world in this framework corresponds to a complete history.
A possible world specifies what is true in each situation. In other words, given a
possible world and a situation, we can determine what is true in that situation.
Example 3.1 We can write rules such as, the robot is carrying the key after it has
(successfully) picked it up:

Here
is true if the agent would succeed if it picks up the key
and is false if the agent would fail to pick up the key. The agent typically does not
know the value of
in situation , or even the position of the
key. We would expect that each ground instance of
would be
an atomic choice. That is

ing the
it up.

reflects how likely it is that the agent succeeds in carrygiven that it was at the same position as the key and attempted to pick

The general form of a frame axiom specifies that a fluent is true after a situation
if it were true before, and the action were not one that undid the fluent, and there
was no mechanism that undid the fluent.5
5

This is now a reasonably standard logic programming solution to the frame problem (Shanahan
1997, Chapter 12), (Apt & Bezem 1991). It is essentially the same as Reiter’s (1991) solution to
the frame problem. It is closely related to Kowalski’s (1979) axiomatization of action, but for each
proposition, we specify which actions are exceptional, whereas Kowalski specifies for every every
action which propositions are exceptional. Kowalski’s representation could also be used here.
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Example 3.2 For example, an agent is carrying the key as long as the action was
not to put down the key or pick up the key, and the agent did not accidentally drop
the key while carrying out another action:

may be something that the agent does not know whether
it is true — there may be a probability that the agent will drop the key. If dropping
the key is independent at each situation, we can model this as:

This thus forms a stochastic frame axiom.

3.2 Axiomatising utility
Given the notion of an ICL SC theory, we can write rules for utility. Assume the
utility depends on the situation that the robot ends up in and the possible world. In
particular we allow for rules that imply
, which is true in a possible
world if the utility is for situation in that world. The utility depends on what
is true in the state defined by the situation and the world — thus we write rules
that imply
. In order to make sure that we can interpret these rules as utilities we need to have utility being functional: for each situation , and for each
possible world , there exists a unique such that
true in . If
this is the case we say the theory is utility complete. Ensuring utility completeness can be done locally; we have to make sure that the rules for utility cover all
of the cases and there are not two rules that imply different utilities whose bodies
are compatible.
Example 3.3 Suppose the utility is the sum of the ‘prize’ plus the remaining resources:
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The prize depends on whether the robot reached its destination or it crashed. No
matter what the definition of any other predicates is, the following definition of
will ensure there is a unique prize for each world and situation:

The resources used depends not only on the final state but on the route taken. To
model this we make
a fluent, and like any other fluent we axiomatise it:

Here we have assumed that non-goto actions cost , and that paths have costs.
Paths and their costs can be axiomatised using
that is true if the path from
to
via
has cost
.

3.3 Axiomatising Sensors
We also need to axiomatise how sensors work. We assume that sensors are passive; this means that they receive information from the environment, rather than
“doing” anything; there are no sensing actions. This seems to be a better model
of actual sensors, such as eyes or ears, and makes modelling simpler than when
sensing is an action. So called “information producing actions” (such as opening
the eyes, or performing a biopsy on a patient, or exploding a parcel to see if it is
(was) a bomb) are normal actions that are designed to change the world so that the
sensors correlate with the value of interest. Note that under this view, there are no
information producing actions, or even informational effects of actions; rather various conditions in the world, some of which are under the robot’s control and some
of which are not, work together to give varying values for the output of sensors.
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A robot cannot condition its action on what is true in the world; it can only
condition its actions on what it senses and what it remembers. The only use for
sensors is that the output of a sensor depends, perhaps stochastically, on what is
true in the world, and thus can be used as evidence for what is true in the world.
Within our situation calculus framework, can write axioms to specify how sensed
values depend on what is true in the world. What is sensed depends on the situation and the possible world. We assume that there is a predicate
that is
true if is sensed in situation . Here is a term in our language, that represents
one value for the output of a sensor. is said to be observable.
Example 3.4 A sensor may be to be able to detect whether the robot is at the same
position as the key. It is not reliable; sometimes it says the robot is at the same position as the key when it is not (a false positive), and sometimes it says that the
robot is not at the same position when it is (a false negative). Suppose that noisy
sensor
detects whether the agent is at the same position as the key. Fluent
is true (in a world) if the robot senses that it is at the key in
situation . It can be axiomatised as:

The fluent
is true if the sensor is giving a false-positive value
in situation , and
is true if the sensor is not giving a false
negative in situation . Each of these could be part of an atomic choice, which
would let us model sensors whose errors at different times are independent.

If we had a theory about how sensors break, we could write rules that imply these
fluents.
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3.4 Conditional Plans
The idea behind the ICLSC is that agents get to choose situations (they get to choose
what they do, and when they stop), and ‘nature’ gets to choose worlds (there is a
probability distribution over the worlds that specifies the distribution of effects of
the actions).
Agents do not directly adopt situations, they adopt ‘plans’ or ‘programs’. In
general these programs can involve atomic actions, conditioning on observations,
loops, nondeterministic choice and procedural abstraction (Levesque, Reiter, Lespérance,
Lin & Scherl 1996). In this paper we only consider simple conditional plans which
are programs consisting only of sequential composition and conditioning on observations (Levesque 1996, Poole 1996)).
An example conditional plan is:
if then else

endIf

An agent executing this plan will start in situation , then do action , then it will
sense whether is true in the resulting situation. If is true, it will do then ,
and if is false it will do then then . Thus this plan either selects the situation
or the situation
. It selects
the former in all worlds where
is true, and selects the latter in
all worlds where
is false. Note that each world is definitive on
each fluent for each situation. The expected utility of this plan is the weighted average of the utility for each of the worlds and the situation chosen for that world.
The only property we need of is that its value in situation
will be able to
be observed. The agent does not need to be able to determine its value beforehand.
Definition 3.5 A conditional plan, or just a plan, is of the form

if

where is a primitive action
where and are plans
then else endIf
where is observable; and

are plans

Note that “
” is not an action; the
plan means that the agent does not do
anything — time does not pass. This is introduced so that the agent can stop without doing anything (this may be a reasonable plan), and so we do not need an “if
then endIf” form as well; this would be an abbreviation for “if then else
endIf”.
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Plans select situations in worlds. We can define a relation:

that is true if doing plan in world
from situation
results in situation .
This is similar to the
macro of Levesque et al. (1996) and the
of Levesque
(1996), but here what the agent does depends on what it observes, and what the
agent observes depends on which world it happens to be in.
We can define the
relation in pseudo Prolog as:

if

then

else

endIf

if

then

else

endIf

Now we are at the stage where we can define the expected utility of a plan. The
expected utility of a plan is the weighted average, over the set of possible worlds,
of the utility the agent receives in the situation it ends up in for that possible world:
Definition 3.6 If our theory is utility complete, the expected utility of plan

(summing over all selector functions

on

is 6 :

) where

if
where
6

We need a slightly more complicated construction when we have infinitely many worlds. We
need to define probability over measurable subsets of the worlds (Poole 1993), but that would only
complicate this presentation.
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(this is well defined as the theory is utility complete), and

is the utility of plan P in world .
is the probability of world .
The probability is the product of the independent choices of nature. It is easy to
show that this induces a probability measure (the sum of the probabilities of the
worlds is ).

4 Independent Choice Logic and Reactive Policies
There is a completely different way to use the ICL to model time and action. Here
we can only sketch the idea; see Poole (1997) for details. We only consider discrete
time here.
The idea is to made agents and nature in the same way. For the situation calculus axiomatization above, the single agent was treated in a completely different
way to nature. Symmetry is important when we consider multiple agents.
We represent time in terms of the integers. The fact that the agent attempted
an an action is represented a propositions indexed by time. We can use a predicate
that is true if the agent attempted action at time . What is true at a time
depends on what was true at the previous times and what actions have occurred,
and the outcome of stochastic mechanisms. This places actions by the agent at the
same level as actions by nature.
There are two parts to axiomatise. The first is to axiomatise the effect of actions, and the second is to specify what an agent will do based on what it observes
(i.e., its policy).
To axiomatise the effect of actions, for the discrete time case we can simply
write how what is true at one time depends on what was true at the previous time
(including what actions occurred). We would write similar axioms to the situation
calculus, but indexed by time, and using as a predicate.
Example 4.1 The axiom for carrying of Example 3.1 can be stated as:
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The frame axiom for

in Example 3.2 would look like:

These don’t look very different to the situation calculus axioms!
Similarly axioms for sensing that only refer to a single situation/state, such as those
of Example 3.4 would remain the same, but the variables are quantified over times,
not situations.
This slight change to the representation of the facts has profound effects on the
plans. There are no situations. What an agent does is a set of propositions for different times. Within this framework, it is natural to think in terms of agents adopting policies.
What an agent does depends on what it observes and what it remembers. A
policies is a logic program that specify what an will do based on what it senses
and what it has remembered. For example,

Here
could be a predicate that represents the internal state of the agent. It
can be axiomatised like any other relation.
This rule is a very different to a situation calculus program, because it says that
whenever the robot senses it is at a key, and wants it, it should pick it up (as well
as doing any other actions that are implied by other rules). In order to implement a
situation-calculus type plan using such rules, the robot needs to maintain something like a program counter or continuations. In order for a situation calculus
program to implement such rules, it has to loop over a conditional statement that
checks the conditions of the rules, and does the appropriate concurrent actions.
With axioms about utility, a policy has a utility in a possible world, and so, by
averaging over possible worlds it has an expected utility. The goal is to choose the
policy with the highest expected utility.
Within this framework, concurrent actions and multiple agents are easy to represent. The proposed framework here is, like the event calculus, narrative-based
16

Shanahan (1997) in that it is reasoning about a particular course of events. This
is true for each possible world, but we can have a probability distribution over
possible worlds. We have a mechanism for allowing multiple agents to choose
what events that they can control occur, and to allow a probability distribution over
events that nature controls. For each world, we only need to worry about what
events are true in that world.

5 Discussion
We have given a (too) brief sketch of two different representations of change for a
single agent under uncertainty in the ICL. See Poole (1997) and Poole (1996) for
more details.
In some sense the axioms look similar; there is not really much difference between the situation calculus and event calculus axiomatization given here. The major difference is that the robot programs that are natural for the situation calculus
are very different from the reactive policies that are natural for the event calculus.
When we extend this to multiple agents, and stochastic actions (as is often needed
for agents with limited sensing and communication), the event calculus framework
can easily be adapted. Nothing needs to be changed to allow for concurrent actions
(the actions by each agent). Each agent adopts its own (private) policy based on
what it can sense and what it can do.
Extending the situation calculus version to multiple agents isn’t so straightforward. The way we have treated the situation calculus (and we have tried hard to
keep it as close to the original as possible) really gives an agent-oriented view of
time — the ‘situations’ in some sense mark particular time points that correspond
to the agent completing its actions. Everything else (e.g., actions by nature or other
agents) then has to meld in with this division of time. This is even trickier when
we realize that when agents have sloppy actuators and noisy sensors, the actions
defining the situations correspond to action attempts; the agent doesn’t really know
what it did it only knows what it attempted and what its sensors now tell it. When
there are multiple agents, either there has to be a common clock, we need some
master agent which the other agents define their state transition, or complex actions (Reiter 1996, Lin & Shoham 1995). These all mean that the actions need to
be carried out lock-step, removing the intuitive appeal of the situation calculus, and
making it much closer to the event calculus. The work of Reiter (1996) and Lin &
Shoham (1995) assumes a very deterministic world. Not only must the world unfold deterministically, but you must know how it unfolds. This is very different
17

to the assumptions that hold here, where an agent doesn’t even know what it has
done, only what it has attempted. The work here may show how to reconcile such
“God’s view” with stochastic actions and limited sensing.
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